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Abstract: Although we have always lived among images and information, firstly, the cinema and the development of new information and communication technologies, secondly are producing changes in the perception of space and time that affect both architecture and the arts in general. Throughout the 20th century, modifications of our perceptual apparatus have been reflected in artistic practices in general, and architectural practices in particular, where multimedia supports and moving images are the substance and material of architecture. These supports are the substance with which some of the most recent architectural forms and volumes have been constructed or projected, and they are also the creators of new urban landscapes. By analyzing some formal codifications in the visual strategy of a limited number of film proposals, it is possible to identify key relationships between art, video art, and prominent examples of advanced architecture since the mid-20th century, whose corollary extends to more recent decades. This research allows us to outline an initial genealogy of artistic practices and experiences that span the last century, where the idea of experiencing architecture among images has become a central theme.
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Resumen: Si bien siempre hemos vivido entre imágenes e información, el cine, en primer lugar, y el desarrollo de las nuevas tecnologías de la información y la comunicación, en segundo, están produciendo cambios en la percepción del espacio y del tiempo que afectan tanto a la arquitectura como a las artes en general. A lo largo del siglo XX, las modificaciones de nuestro aparato perceptivo han sido recogidas por las prácticas artísticas en general, y las arquitectónicas en particular, donde los soportes multimedia y la imagen en movimiento son materia y material de la arquitectura. Dichos soportes son la sustancia con la que se han construido o proyectado algunas de las formas y volúmenes arquitectónicos más recientes, y son también los creadores de nuevos paisajes urbanos. A partir del análisis de algunas codificaciones formales en la estrategia visual de un número acotado de propuestas cinematográficas, es posible identificar relaciones claves entre el arte, el vídeo arte y destacados ejemplos de arquitecturas avanzadas desde mediados del siglo XX, cuyo correlato se extiende a las décadas más recientes. La presente investigación permite esbozar una primera genealogía de prácticas y experiencias artísticas que abarcan el último siglo, donde la idea de vivir la arquitectura entre imágenes se ha convertido en un tema central.

Palabras clave: miradas activas arquitectónicas; realidad y ficción; sistemas multimedia; mirada inclusiva; espacio informacional.
INTRODUCTION

This study focuses on the opportunities that cinema, moving images, and, by extension, new multimedia technologies offer in the construction of contemporary space. It examines the influence that these technologies have on recent architectural and artistic practices, as well as their relationship with pioneering modernist research in this same field. The potential of new image technologies, including cinema, digital media, and video art, is recognized, along with their contemporary status as both “matter” and “material” of architecture. The work analyses experiences from recent decades and reflections that date back to the Bauhaus and have traversed the entire twentieth century. The presence of multimedia supports in new architecture is contributing to a redefinition of the architectural and urban experience.

The act of perception is not a neutral process, as it is significantly influenced by the gaze. The gaze is a complex construct that involves intellectual, social, and political intentions regarding what is shown, taught, or concealed. The presence and condition of the gaze accompany the formal strategy that each discipline, be it art, film, or architecture, uses to articulate its critical discourse. When we look, we direct our gaze towards something or someone, we fix our attention in a specific direction, we frame the object of our vision. Beyond its elemental function as a mechanism for observation, capturing the landscape or focusing on a scene, the gaze acts as an interface that establishes spatial and temporal relationships, highlighting or dismantling social and spatial hierarchies, and transferring information beyond our own physical bodies. Thus, the gaze is a formative, creative, and image-constructing act.

Le Corbusier’s metaphor of the window framing the landscape has clear cinematic influences and represents a stance towards the act of looking. Cinema has emphasized some of these memorable moments of observation that underline the cinematic discourse. The window as a privileged observatory of those who hold power over the city is present in Blade Runner, specifically in Tyrell’s apartment, from which the dystopian city of Los Angeles in 2019 can be seen. The presence of the window and the characters accompanying it are resources of depth of field that help to emphasize the depth of the story, its protagonists, and their relation to the events at stage. In Algo the window shows a painted simulation of the city, while in The Fountainhead the city and its skyscrapers appear behind the window while proposals for the new building are reviewed. In Play Time transparencies direct from the exterior to the interior, inverting the direction of depth of field. These transparencies in Play Time multiply and offer the possibility of simultaneously contemplating several views or windows at once. In Rear Window the photographer observes his neighbours’ windows as multiple screens that allow him to reconstruct the story; “to construct the history of a film is also to draw a physical map.” The circumstance of the photographer, anchored to a wheelchair due to an accident, is the object of our empathy; sitting in our seats, we identify with his gaze and feel involved in his investigations and observations: “Rear Window gains access to the mental image, not only because he is a photographer but because he is in a state of motor impotence: in a certain way, he is reduced to a pure optical situation.” In both cases, we perceive several rooms simultaneously, like a multiple-screen view, in Rear Window from the exterior, where the camera is located, and in Rear Window from the interior of the room.

FORMAL STRATEGIES OF GAZE. INTERWEAVING SPACE AND TIME

The seventh art has played a fundamental role in shaping our perception, educating, and moulding our worldview in accordance with the adaptive needs of contemporary life. The atmosphere of a cinematic, pictorial, or architectural work situates us emotionally. As Peter Zumthor states: “The atmosphere speaks to an emotional sensitivity, a perception that functions at incredible speed and that humans have to survive.” For example, the
film *Wings of Desire* successfully conveys a melancholic and intimate atmosphere that is explicitly developed in collective environments and outdoor spaces.\(^1\) The formal technique that enables this situation lies in the simultaneity of two filmic spaces on the screen, one representing the inhabitants of Berlin in their city, circus, and library –specifically in Hans Scharoun’s library (1964-1979)– and the other representing the angel protagonists of the story. The latter are not visible to the characters in the film, except on rare occasions, but are visible to the viewers. This formal strategy allows Wenders to define the interior space in which the angels develop their argument in contrast to the exterior and collective space of Berlin and its inhabitants, generating two worlds that coexist in parallel, but only one of them is visible to the other, except in some exceptions, such as the case of children.

The choice of Scharoun Library (1967-78) as the setting for various scenes in the movie, where angels develop their own plot moving among books and...
people absorbed in reading, is therefore appropriate. The Tiergarten’s library provides a landscaped, open, and fluid interior that properly accommodates the intimate and collective act of reading. Additionally, the film employs another formal strategy to make the Berliners visible: angels can hear human thoughts and the viewer hears them through the angels (Figure 1).

Years after his successful cinematographic foray in the Scharoun Library in Berlin, Wenders directed If buildings could talk focusing on the internal landscape of the Rolex Learning Center in Lausanne, designed by the renowned Japanese studio Sanaa. Kazuyo Sejima herself, speaking about her work, expresses her desire for a park-like space as a space of coexistence, “… a kind of park, similar to the concept of Japanese parks. This kind of space allows people of different types to be in the same space at the same time.” The criss-crossing of space and time is a noteworthy observation by Wenders, which he notes in a photograph taken from the interior of the Sejima and Nishizawa building during the preparation phase of the filming. This phenomenon of entanglement had already been evidenced in Wings of Desire (Figure 2).

In the building of the Rolex Center, the differentiation of the various programs that take place in a horizontal, extensive, and unitary space, and which can be shared simultaneously, is delimited by the topography generated by the undulating concrete planes. On the other hand, in the film Wings of Desire, a strategy of differentiation of two existential spaces is employed, represented as two distinct and parallel worlds: that of angels and humans. This strategy allows for the superposition of said spaces, each with its own discourse and with the interference of angels in the lives of humans. Consequently, spectators witness both spaces, much like the protagonist photographer in Rear Window observed the different scenes and situations in his neighbourhood’s courtyard.

In the Berlin film, Wenders presents us with a non-existent space in which angels inhabit in some scenes. This is the strip of no man’s land that was located in front of the Berlin Wall, which was still standing in those years. This area was largely an urban void, a space that could not be used for urban and social activities due to government regulations. Wenders places some scenes among the angels in this area, which was visible to us as viewers, but invisible to security guards due to the nature of the angelic world. In this way, Wenders shows us a non-existent space that becomes natural for the angels, after having seen them wandering on the ledges of buildings or sitting on the parapets of the library with their feet dangling into the void, the fact that
they inhabit the prohibited space of the wall comes to seem to us a natural way of using that seemingly non-existent space.

Given the above, it is worthwhile to analyze the case of the film *Dogville* by Lars Von Trier from a scientific perspective.23 The director’s budgetary constraints led him to utilize a theatrical technique in the construction of the film’s urban space and domestic interiors in the form of scenic design. The entire town, including its houses and streets, is depicted on the floor like an architectural plan, but on a natural scale, with a functional legend outlining each space. The absence of walls is compensated for by the characters simulating the movements of opening and closing doors when they pass from one room to another or go in and out of their houses. The film’s spatial perception is skillfully coded using the play of transparencies and opacities to convey the film’s narrative. Although viewers can see everything, both inside and out, the differentiation between public and private space is achieved through the necessary opacity that preserves the intimacy of the characters inside, represented by a white outline on the floor, and those outside. The sequence of the film’s argument is directed by camera focalization and scene montage, which correspond to each specific case.

**SCREENS AND INFORMATIONAL SPACE**

Both examples of Wenders and Von Trier require the viewer’s eye to selectively process information that is presented on the screen. In other words, the viewer must be able to organize and differentiate the information according to Deleuzian opposition between “the brain-information and the eye nature” and the displacement of the former over the latter: “The screen itself, even when it retains a vertical position by convention, can no longer refer to human posture, like a window or a painting, but rather constitutes a board of information, opaque surface on which “data” are inscribed: information replaces Nature and brain-city, third eye, replaces eyes of nature.”16 Thus, opposes idea of film as concept versus conquest of pure optical space, “it is film as concept where eye has come not see.”17

This opposition between visual experience and informational experience is also recognized in modern painting. As Leo Steinberg noted in his lecture at MOMA New York in 1968, modern painting is characterized by the loss of reference to human vertical position and the treatment of painting as a surface of information. For example, Mondrian transforms the sea and sky into signs, while Rauschenberg’s paintings relate to operational processes rather than natural visual experiences. The plane of Rauschenberg’s painting is equivalent to consciousness submerged in the brain-city, where the painted surface no longer represents an analogy with natural visual experience.18

Plato’s cave prisoners were only able to perceive shadows projected on the wall as their sole source of visual information about the outside world (Figure 3). Since Plato’s time, it has become clear that we need an interface, a mediator, a window to the outside world in order to establish an informational relationship. In the film *Things to Come*, which depicts a utopia set in 2036 after an apocalyptic war, a small screen fulfills this function of an informational window.19 An old man uses it to give a history lesson to a girl and show her the skyscrapers that existed long ago. In *Matrix Reloaded*,20 the Architect’s room is a circular space whose walls are entirely covered by countless televisions, a mechanism that allows for the dialectic development between reality and virtuality that is central to the film.21 The film continually plays with the ambiguity of both existences, real and virtual, and with the possibility of constructing space with informational and cybernetic means. Since Fritz Lang’s *Metropolis* in 1924, which was inspired by the bright lights of Broadway, the potential of media and their impact on space, public or private, has evolved tremendously.22 We can now easily recognize the media facades of dystopian urban spaces in *Blade Runner*, which are also present, although with varying sizes, in our medium and...
small size cities, public spaces, facilities, social events, and infrastructures. We are learning to coexist and interact with these informational surfaces in our daily lives (Figure 4).

**THE REAL AND THE VIRTUAL: FICTION AND REALITY ON SAME PLANE**

The film *Cinema Paradiso* offers an interesting example of the interplay between cinema and architecture, as well as between fiction and reality. In one scene, Alfredo directs the projection of a film onto the façade of a square, where people who have been expelled from the cinema are gathered. As the film is projected, a neighbor appears in a window to silence the screams from the square. The real image of the neighbor overlaps and crosses the fictitious image of the film, creating an unusual screen on the neighboring facade. In this way, the film and reality become intertwined, and Alfredo’s actions bring the cinema to the street, returning a weekly meeting space and collective dream to his fellow citizens. This example illustrates the complex and overlapping relationships between cinema, architecture, image, and public space.

The integration of various themes that provide opportunities for research and the development of specific technological advancements are intertwined. These themes include social education, collective memory, cultural visibility, interdisciplinary visual culture, the image as an informational support, the development of visual culture as social knowledge, and the significance of the social history of a place.

The experience of cinema and other forms of moving images constitute a spatial experience that has extended to digital production. The relationship between physical and digital spaces is becoming increasingly important in the design of architecture and public spaces, as well as in daily urban life. The city is a space of relationships and new media satisfy unprecedented information needs, enhancing the social interaction of urban spaces. The emergence of recent technologies has brought about a new terminology, such as the “media city,” which defines a precise urban form specific to our contemporary age. Digital culture has permeated different scales of human experience, from personal perception to private and public spaces, and the urban landscape.
Recent advances in architecture have considered the results of these investigations, but specialized critics have also warned of the risks of technology being used merely for spectacle rather than responsible use for new didactic and social opportunities. Overall, the opportunities presented by modern technologies for social and didactic purposes are vast, and it is important to carefully consider their application in architecture and urban design.\textsuperscript{26}

\textbf{INCLUSIVE GAZES AND MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS}

Beatriz Colomina’s study on the multimedia architecture of Charles and Ray Eames, titled “Enclosed by Images,” is a significant contribution to the field of architecture and design.\textsuperscript{27} Their projects from the 1950s and 1960s, along with Josef Svoboda’s contemporary scenography, are important references
Bayer’s design of the "inclusive gaze" ideogram shows floating planes with visual information freed from the orthogonality of the walls, with a viewer with an eye-shaped head in the centre of the space. The gaze is represented by lines of sight that justify the composition of these stimuli and panels. Bayer used the psychology of advertising design and anticipated the principle of integration of media for this theme. However, it’s worth noting that the exhibitions of the Austrian artist Herbert Bayer predate these works and were an even greater precedent. According to Bayer, the exchange of information occurs through all known means of design, including diagrams, letters, words, photography, architecture, painting, sculpture, tone, light, and film, throughout the entire field of vision and simultaneously.

### Figure 5. Comparative table of audio-visual installations by Josef Svoboda and the Charles & Ray Eames team between 1958 and 1967.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year, Exhibition, Fair</th>
<th>Josef Svoboda</th>
<th>Charles and Ray Eames</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1958 Czechoslovak Pavilion at the Brussels World's Fair</td>
<td>POLYEKRAN - 8 screens suspended from different angles on a black background; - 8 still image projectors and 7 film projectors; - synchronized with the music LATERN MAGIKA - 8 moving screens with moving images - with which the actors interacted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959 Moscow International Fair</td>
<td>- Reuse of Laterna Magika’s technique GLYMSES OF U.S.A. - 7 screens suspended from Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic dome - audio-visual projection on them - definition of a space inside the dome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964 New York World’s Fair</td>
<td>OVOID THEATRE - ovoid volume for IBM, with Eero Saarinen - multi-screen system and ascending movable bleachers. - projection of the film Think</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967 Montreal World’s Fair</td>
<td>POLYVISION - 4 audio-visual installations combined theatre and image - The State of Textile and Pressure Vessel: Variants of POLYEKRAN - The other two were more innovative; - Symphony: combined film projection and slides on volumes, cubes, prisms and spheres, which moved vertically and horizontally. - The Birth of the World was a projection of images on a wall-mosaic called DIAPOLYEKRAN composed of 112 moving tesserae that zoomed in and out.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
architecture; the visual content should be responsible for constructing the space, and not just the tectonic structures that support it.\textsuperscript{30}

From 1958 to 1967, Josef Svoboda and Charles and Ray Eames participated in various international exhibitions (Figure 6), where their multimedia scenographies transformed spaces into dynamic and adaptable environments. They utilized a range of techniques, including projections of still images and films, several types of projection screens that were stationary, movable or able to move, synchronization with sound, live actors interacting with the projections, mobile bleachers, and even buildings that were integrated into the scenography creation process (Figure 5).\textsuperscript{31}

**ENVELOPED BY IMAGES. REPRESENTATION, ACTION, INTERACTION**

The discourse surrounding the potential impact of multimedia systems on the definition of architectural space remains ongoing. On one side of the spectrum, there is the notion of spectacle, in which...
individuals serve as passive viewers who observe a performance from a distance. On the other end, there is the application of these systems to urban and architectural spaces, which can serve as a medium for socialization, communication, and interaction. The emergence of spaces designed for socialization through information flows and visual stimuli, coupled with various interaction strategies, is an undeniable growing phenomenon.

In the 1990s, Toyo Ito became interested in the intersection of architecture and information technology, as the importance of information flows continued to grow in contemporary culture. This is exemplified in the film *Ghost in the Shell*, where the character Puppet Master describes themselves as “a living, thinking entity created from the sea of information.” In 1991, Ito designed the *Tower of Winds* (Figure 7), which utilized sensors to capture and transmit information about wind flows in the ventilation tower of Yokohama Station. This data was transformed into a visual experience through a neon system, allowing for the visualization of changing images based on the random flow of air. The *Tower of Winds* serves as an example of the dialogue and contrast between “visual experience” and “informational experience,” a concept previously explored in the work of Rauschenberg.

The inclusion of the media facade in architectural practice has evolved from its most iconic urban references, such as the advertising facades of
Figure 8. Comparative editing of two non-built projects which incorporated multimedia systems at the end of the XX century: interior sketch and plan of Herzog & de Meuron, Kramlich house, 1997-2003 (top); Peter Eisenmann, Church of the 2000 year, Rome, 2000 (bottom).
addressed in this context, such as informational overexposure, immersive spaces, the dialogue between abstraction and nature, and the integration of new multimedia technologies in heritage spaces and architectures. They have become renewed successors of Bayer, Eames, and Svoboda (Figure 10).

The latest research focuses on analyzing transformations in the perception of space through the implementation of interactive design. This type of phenomenological experience is situated at the intersection of spectacle, installation, and public art. Interactive practices in architecture, enabled using recent technologies, aim to blur the boundaries between the virtual and physical realms. These lines of inquiry have been motivated by experiences gleaned from some film and art proposals.

Digital environments that emerge from the use of these new communication systems combine flexibility and immersiveness in a novel type of space, both for public and private spheres. The latest editions of the Venice Biennale have presented various experiences in multimedia exhibitions related to the themes addressed in this context, such as informational overexposure, immersive spaces, the dialogue between abstraction and nature, and the integration of new multimedia technologies in heritage spaces and architectures. They have become renewed successors of Bayer, Eames, and Svoboda (Figure 10).
This spatial experience, based on interactivity, is grounded in placing the subject at the center while relegating the object to a secondary position. In this sense, although the emergence of digital technologies is often associated with current changes, it is more important to focus on the new modes of relating and interacting with these new types of communication than on the hardware or software that supports them.  

CONCLUSIONS. FUTURE CHALLENGES

At the beginning of this text, we set out to explore the contemporary phenomenological potential that lies in the fact of living enclosed by images. We highlighted the formative - from Latin, “forma” – and educative - from Latin, “educare,” which means to guide or lead - capacity of the gaze, its intentional condition, and its luminous and informational potential, acquired after the advent of cinema and the evolution of the moving image in our perceptual apparatus. The incorporation of multimedia systems into artistic and architectural practices has generated renewed influences on the relationship between cinema and architecture.

Filmmakers, architects, and artists are aware of the potential of information, its technology, and new media in the construction of architectural space and the configuration of the city over the last century. Based on the analysis carried out, we aimed to focus on the evolution of the subject up to its current development and bring it to the threshold of its future challenge. Themes such as the greater hybridization between the virtual and
the physical, new uses of modern technologies as an informational interface, the architectural potential of multimedia systems, and the open controversy between spectacle and socialization in the use of these systems are emerging on the horizon.

Although the case studies referenced in different disciplines are just the beginning, it is acknowledged that this conclusion should stimulate further research in this area. The main objective of this work has been to open pertinent and necessary ideas for a debate that, far from being closed, remains inconclusive like an “opera aperta.”
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